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ABSTRACT
Perimeter traffic flow control based on the macroscopic or network fundamental diagram provides the
opportunity of operating an urban traffic network at its capacity. Because perimeter control operates on the
basis of restricting inflow via reduced green times at selected entry (gated) links, vehicles on those links may
be subject to queuing and delay. The experienced delay or resulting queue lengths depend on the adopted
policy for the distribution of the inflows and corresponding green times at the gated links. The chosen policy
may have a significant impact on the traffic system under control. For example, managing queue lengths
may reduce the interference with upstream traffic whereas the management of delays may improve users’
perception with respect to equity and fairness. In this paper, an approach has been proposed to distribute
the gated flow based on the queue lengths or experienced delay at the gated signalized junctions. This is
in contrast to standard practice that distributes inflows proportionally to the gated links’ saturation flows.
Perimeter control is then evaluated in a microscopic simulator for a realistic traffic network and compared
in three configurations against fixed-time: perimeter control without queue or delay management; perimeter
control with relative queue balancing; and perimeter control with delay balancing. It has been found that
managing the queues at the gated links not only improves the overall network performance but also reduces
the possibility of queue propagation to the upstream junctions. This improves traffic flow outside the protected
network by managing the queue propagation at the gated links and reducing the possibility of queue spillback to upstream intersections. In addition, the results indicate that perimeter control with delay balancing
has a similar performance as the case without queue or delay management being a suitable approach for
flow distribution among the gated links. In the scenarios with perimeter control with either queue or delay
balancing the gap between the ordered flow by the controller and the actual flow crossing the stop-line at the
gated links reduced remarkably.

1. Introduction
Traffic control systems are widely used worldwide to enhance traffic
conditions in and around metropolitan areas. Some traffic control
systems intrinsically imply the creation of queues and the localized
increase in time delays for some of the users as a mean for improving
the overall system performance. This is the case, for example, of ramp
metering (Papageorgiou & Kotsialos, 2002), where vehicles are queued
and delayed at the on-ramp so as to keep the freeway operating at
capacity. With the same objective, Mainstream Traffic Flow Control
(MTFC) (Carlson et al., 2010) generates a so-called controlled congestion on the mainstream by holding back vehicles a few hundreds of
meters upstream of a bottleneck. When the traffic control system affects

different streams causing more localized delay and/or queues for one
stream than for the other as, e.g., in integrated (Carlson et al., 2014)
or coordinated (Kotsialos & Papageorgiou, 2004) freeway traffic flow
control, the system may be perceived as unfair by the road users (Kotsialos & Papageorgiou, 2004), even if the overall system performance
is improved.
The problem of dealing with experienced delay, travel time or waiting times from different traffic streams has been addressed in several
works related to freeway traffic flow control. For example, balancing
of waiting times was applied by Papamichail and Papageorgiou (2011)
in the case of dual-branch metered on-ramps, where drivers may be
able to observe the traffic conditions at the nearby queue. For the case
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More specifically, the feedback perimeter control strategy proposed
by Keyvan-Ekbatani et al. (2012) is revisited and the inflow distribution
is performed based on the management of queue lengths or delays at
the gated links instead of in proportion to saturation flows as is the
usual practice. Beyond the expected benefits in terms of performance
and equity/fairness discussed earlier, the gap between controller decisions (ordered inflows) and effective result (actual inflows) is expected
to reduce, thus increasing controller performance. Similar to KeyvanEkbatani et al. (2016), the problem is formulated as a continuous
knapsack problem that is solved efficiently. However the optimization
formulation by Keyvan-Ekbatani et al. (2016) in fact provided only
quasi-balanced queues. The problem is reformulated here so as to
provide real balanced relative queues at the gated links (Iordanidou
et al., 2017). In addition, we extend the formulation to also allow for
the balancing of delays at the gated links. The approach is unified so
that the same formulation for the optimization problem is used via
parameterization of the dynamic model. We also note that KeyvanEkbatani et al. (2016) obtained the queue measurements directly from
the simulator, whereas here emulated loop detectors are used along
with queue estimation via a Kalman filter (Vigos et al., 2008), rendering
the results more realistic and closer to practice. Simulation results
indicate that perimeter control with queue balancing improves the
overall network delay while perimeter control with delay balancing has
a similar performance as the case of perimeter control without queue
or delay management.
In Section 2, we review the basics of NFD-based feedback perimeter
control. In Section 3 we present the queue balancing and the delay
balancing strategies, unifying both formulations. The network performance and the delay balancing strategy are evaluated in the sequel in
Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

of MTFC of two merging motorways, Carlson et al. (2011) proposed
a split-range-like feedback structure that balances delay on both motorways. Later on, the problem of balancing delays at all bottleneck
approaches in the case of integrated ramp metering and MTFC was
generalized by Iordanidou et al. (2017) overcoming some limitations
of previous approaches (Carlson et al., 2014, 2011).
In the case of urban traffic, several traffic control algorithms have
been proposed during the last decades, e.g., OPAC (Gartner, 1990),
PRODYN (Henry et al., 1983), SCATS (Slavin et al., 2013), TUC (Diakaki et al., 2002) and other traffic management strategies such as the
ones proposed by Guo and Harmati (2020), Han et al. (2016), van de
Weg et al. (2019), and Zhou et al. (2013). As a matter of fact, a recent
work showed that typical locally adaptive signal control schemes tend
to have little to no effect on traffic at network level when congested due
to downstream congestion and queue spillbacks (Gayah et al., 2014).
Recent studies have shown that by limiting the inflow rate into the
busiest parts of the urban networks (called perimeter control or gating),
the congestion might be more efficiently mitigated. More specifically,
the perimeter traffic flow control or gating attempts to limit the number
or accumulation of vehicles inside of a given protected network (PN)
by reducing the green times at selected gated links at its border, so as
to increase overall network throughput. Although early applications
of gating date from the 1960s (Wood, 1993), perimeter traffic flow
control gained prominence some 50 years later after the proposition
by Daganzo (2007) of this type of control based on the aggregated modeling of an urban network by a Macroscopic or Network Fundamental
Diagram (MFD or NFD) boosted by the quasi-simultaneous verification
of the diagram’s existence with field data by Geroliminis and Daganzo
(2008). Following this finding, there was a surge in NFD-based perimeter urban traffic flow control strategies for single regions (Haddad,
2017a; Keyvan-Ekbatani et al., 2012, 2015a), some considering expanding regions (Keyvan-Ekbatani et al., 2015b), or the presence of public
transport (Ampountolas et al., 2017; Geroliminis et al., 2014), or the
presence of freeways (Haddad et al., 2013), or the combination with
other real-time urban traffic control strategies (Keyvan-Ekbatani et al.,
2019), strategies for multiple regions (Aboudolas & Geroliminis, 2013;
Geroliminis et al., 2013; Kouvelas et al., 2017), city-wide traffic control
and the impacts of cordon queues (Ni & Cassidy, 2020), congestion
pricing in a connected vehicle environment (Yang et al., 2019); and
also model free perimeter control (Li & Hou, 2020; Ren et al., 2020).
There are other streams of NFD applications which have been to a lesser
extent in the spotlight, e.g., travel time reliability (Mahmassani et al.,
2013), level of service and resilience of the network (Hoogendoorn
et al., 2015), pedestrian dynamics (Hoogendoorn et al., 2017), traffic
safety (Alsalhi et al., 2018), the effects of the public transport system
on the NFD of corridors (Castrillon & Laval, 2018), and NFD for train
traffic operations (Corman et al., 2019).
The reduction of the green times at the gated links aiming at
reducing the inflow to the PN results in queued and delayed vehicles
just outside the PN, at its border. Few works on this subject addressed
the effect of the queued vehicles on the traffic conditions upstream of
the gated links. Haddad (2017b) proposed a hybrid network structure
to model the flow dynamics for two urban regions and the aggregated queue dynamics at the boundary of the regions. In an earlier
work (Keyvan-Ekbatani et al., 2016), we have shown that the increased
throughput achieved by the application of NFD-based feedback perimeter traffic flow control renders the gated link queues shorter than with
fixed-time only. Further, we have shown that additional improvements
in overall network delay may be obtained if the queue lengths at the
gated links are managed so as to reduce the interference with upstream
junctions. However, the balancing of gated link queues results in rather
unbalanced delays that, as noted before, may be perceived unfair by the
road users.
In this paper we propose a practical strategy for queue or delay
balancing at the gated links for perimeter traffic flow control, following Iordanidou et al. (2017) and Keyvan-Ekbatani et al. (2016).

2. NFD-based feedback perimeter control
Traffic management via perimeter control may be realized by the
use of a feedback regulator designed after a control design model
based on the concept of the NFD. In this section, we introduce some
definitions related to the NFD and present the feedback regulator that
delivers the total flow that should enter the PN. A discussion on how the
total flow may be distributed among the gated links is also presented.
2.1. Network Fundamental Diagram (NFD)
As shown in Fig. 1, an NFD describes a relation between the
network production (or average weighted flow) and accumulation (or
average density) under homogeneous traffic conditions (Geroliminis &
Daganzo, 2008). Unlike the ordinary fundamental diagram (FD) for
highways, the NFD is reproducible and has a flat peak (with a range of
critical density). Evaluating the NFD of a given network allows one to
determine the maximum number of vehicles that should be maintained
inside that network so as to have maximum throughput, i.e., operate at
the diagram’s critical region (indicated by orange in Fig. 1).
In this paper we follow Keyvan-Ekbatani et al. (2012) and represent
the NFD alternatively as the relation between Total Traveled Distance,
𝑇 𝑇 𝐷 (veh⋅km/h), and the Total Time Spent, 𝑇 𝑇 𝑆 (veh⋅h/h). This
form is suitable for use with the available traffic measurements. The
𝑇 𝑇 𝐷 and 𝑇 𝑇 𝑆 for a given network are derived via the following
equations (Keyvan-Ekbatani et al., 2012):
∑ 𝑇 ⋅ 𝑁̃ 𝑧 (𝑘)
∑
̃
=
𝑁̃ 𝑧 (𝑘) = 𝑁(𝑘)
𝑇
𝑧∈M
𝑧∈M
∑ 𝑇 ⋅ 𝑞𝑧 (𝑘) ⋅ 𝐿𝑧
∑
𝑇 𝑇 𝐷(𝑘) =
=
𝑞𝑧 (𝑘) ⋅ 𝐿𝑧
𝑇
𝑧∈M
𝑧∈M
𝑇 𝑇 𝑆(𝑘) =

(1)
(2)

with 𝑘 = 0, 1, 2, … the discrete time-step reflecting the corresponding
traffic cycles with length 𝑇 (h), M the set of network links equipped
with detectors, and 𝑞𝑧 (veh/h) and 𝐿𝑧 (km), the measured flow and
2
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aim at balancing the delays or waiting times at the gated links similar
to what was done by Papamichail and Papageorgiou (2011) for a dual
branch freeway on-ramp, by Carlson et al. (2011) for merging freeways,
and by Iordanidou et al. (2017) for integrated freeway traffic flow
control.
Whatever distribution method is pursued, the flows 𝑞𝑖 to be implemented at each gated link 𝑖 must satisfy
𝑛
∑

(5)

𝑞𝑖 = 𝑞g

𝑖=1

for a successful perimeter control operation.
Because traffic lights are employed to regulate flows at the gated
links, the distributed flows must be translated to green times. This
translation depends on the links’ saturation flow 𝑠𝑖 , as well as the
cycle length. The green time at gated link 𝑖 can be computed as 𝑔𝑖 =
(𝑞𝑖 ⋅ 𝑇 )∕𝑠𝑖 (Keyvan-Ekbatani et al., 2019). Moreover, typical restrictions
on the signal settings must be respected, thus the flow on a gated link
may be subject to a lower bound 𝑞min,𝑖 (veh/h), e.g., due to a specified
minimum green time, and to an upper bound 𝑞max,𝑖 (veh/h), e.g., due
to the green time duration of the respective phase of the base signal
plan, i.e.,

Fig. 1. Relationship between average flow and average density at the network level;
referred as NFD in the literature.

length of link 𝑧, respectively. Note that in this case the 𝑇 𝑇 𝑆 corresponds to the total number of vehicles 𝑁̃ estimated from all equipped
links. The estimated number of vehicles in link 𝑧 is given by
𝜇
𝑁̃ 𝑧 (𝑘) = 𝐿𝑧 ⋅ 𝑧 ⋅ 𝑜𝑧 (𝑘)
(3)
100𝜆
with 𝑜𝑧 (%) and 𝜇𝑧 (lanes), the occupancy measurement and the number of lanes of link 𝑧, respectively, and 𝜆 (km) the average vehicle
length.

𝑞min,𝑖 ≤ 𝑞𝑖 ≤ 𝑞max,𝑖 .

(6)

It should be noted that the lower and upper flow bounds at the gated
links imply respective bounds to be applied a posteriori to the result of
(4), i.e.,
𝑛
∑

2.2. Feedback perimeter traffic flow control

𝑖=1

The dynamic system of the PN under perimeter traffic flow control
can be modeled by a first-order model whose input is the total flow
entering the network through the gated links, 𝑞g , and the output is the
total time spent, 𝑇 𝑇 𝑆. The model is linearized at around the (critical)
𝑇 𝑇 𝑆 value for which the 𝑇 𝑇 𝐷 is maximal. Thus, a discrete-time
feedback Proportional–Integral (PI) regulator may be used to determine
the amount of flow 𝑞g that should enter the network through the gated
links during the next time period (Keyvan-Ekbatani et al., 2012), and
is given by
[
]
𝑞g (𝑘) = 𝑞g (𝑘 − 1) − 𝐾P [𝑇 𝑇 𝑆(𝑘) − 𝑇 𝑇 𝑆(𝑘 − 1)] + 𝐾I 𝑇 𝑇̂ 𝑆 − 𝑇 𝑇 𝑆(𝑘) (4)

𝑞min,𝑖 ≤ 𝑞g (𝑘) ≤

𝑛
∑

𝑞max,𝑖 ,

(7)

𝑖=1

and the bounded value should be used as 𝑞g (𝑘 − 1) in the next control
step (cycle) to avoid the wind-up effect.
3. Delay and queue management
In this section we develop a delay balancing strategy for the gated
links and review the queue management strategy. The optimization
problem formulation presented by Keyvan-Ekbatani et al. (2016) that
provided only quasi-balanced queues is revised to achieve real balanced
queues. The reason for managing queues stems from the fact that the
queues formed at gated links might exceed the link length and interfere
with upstream junctions at some locations, while the link storage
capacity (in number of vehicles) is underutilized at other locations.
From that perspective, queue lengths could be taken into account as a
mechanism for deciding on flow distribution (see Section 2.3) so as to
make a better use of links storage space, thus reducing the effect on the
traffic conditions at the surrounding areas and improving even more
the overall network performance. Queue delays on the other hand,
tend to affect negatively the driver perception of the system under
operation (Zhang & Levinson, 2005). Therefore, delays could be taken
into account for deciding on flow distribution so as to increase equity
among drivers entering the PN and, thus, improve their perception
about the benefits of the control system.

with 𝐾P and 𝐾I the proportional and integral gains, respectively, and
𝑇 𝑇̂ 𝑆 a set-point value within the NFD critical region for network
throughput maximization. The 𝑇 𝑇 𝑆 value used as the input of the
regulator at every time step 𝑘 is estimated from occupancy measurements via (3) and (1). The control objective is to keep the network
traffic state in the orange and green zones of the NFD and avoid oversaturated traffic conditions, i.e., the red zone (see Fig. 1) during the
peak period (i.e., excessive demand). More details about the design and
implementation of (4) may be found in Keyvan-Ekbatani et al. (2012).
2.3. Flow distribution
The flow 𝑞g resulting from (4) corresponds to the total flow that
should enter the PN through the 𝑛 gated links and must be appropriately
distributed among them. The usual approach is to distribute the flow
proportionally to each gated link according to its saturation flow as
done, e.g., by Aboudolas and Geroliminis (2013), Keyvan-Ekbatani
et al. (2012) and Kouvelas et al. (2017). This policy may even be
integrated with a spill-back and low demand (at the gated links) alert
algorithm for increased efficiency (Keyvan-Ekbatani et al., 2015b).
Another possibility is distributing the total flow aiming at balancing
the relative link queues as done by Papamichail and Papageorgiou
(2011) for a dual branch freeway on-ramp and by Keyvan-Ekbatani
et al. (2016) for perimeter traffic flow control. As discussed in the
introduction, yet another possibility for distributing the total flow may

3.1. The queue model
Assuming there are no sinks or sources within the gated link, the
time evolution of the queues 𝑁𝑖 (veh) on each gated link 𝑖, 𝑖 = 1, 2, … , 𝑛,
may be derived from the equation of the conservation of the number
of vehicles (Papamichail & Papageorgiou, 2011) as
𝑁𝑖 (𝑘 + 1) = 𝑁𝑖 (𝑘) + 𝑇 [𝑑𝑖 (𝑘) − 𝑞𝑖 (𝑘)]

(8)

in which 𝑑𝑖 (veh/h) is the flow that enters and 𝑞𝑖 (veh/h) is the flow
that leaves the gated link 𝑖 during time period [𝑘𝑇 , (𝑘 + 1)𝑇 ).
3
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3.2. Relative queue

4. Simulation

A relative queue value is obtained dividing the current queue length
𝑁𝑖 (𝑘) by the maximum queue length 𝑁max,𝑖 (veh) defined for the
respective gated link 𝑖, i.e.,

For the evaluation of the delay balancing strategy proposed in Section 3, we simulate a realistic urban network model in the microscopic
simulator AIMSUN (TSS - Transport Simulation Systems, 2016).

𝑁𝑖rel (𝑘 + 1) =

𝑇 [𝑑𝑖 (𝑘) − 𝑞𝑖 (𝑘)]
𝑁𝑖 (𝑘)
+
.
𝑁max,𝑖
𝑁max,𝑖

(9)

4.1. Network description

We can rewrite (9) as
𝑁𝑖rel (𝑘 + 1)

=

q
q
𝐴𝑖 (𝑘) − 𝐵𝑖 (𝑘)𝑞𝑖 (𝑘)

Fig. 2 (left) depicts the simulated network that corresponds to a
portion of the city of Chania, Greece. The area within the dashed box
is enlarged on the right side of Fig. 2 and corresponds to the city center
of Chania. The shaded area is chosen as the PN. Note that, compared
to the real network an extra junction has been added upstream of the
gated link 2, to assess the impact of queue propagation to the upstream
links.
The PN consists of some 80 junctions, 27 of which are signalized
with traffic lights, and 165 links. Many of those links may experience
over-saturated conditions in the peak-period. The traffic signals operate
on the basis of fixed-time control plans with a cycle length of 90 s.
The demand is modeled by an O–D matrix that attempts to mimic
the peak-period with realistic traffic conditions for a period of 4 h, including sinks and sources within the PN. A trapezoidal demand profile
is produced which starts from low flow values, increases gradually to
high flows that are sustained for a certain period before being reduced
gradually to low flow values, until the network is virtually emptied by
the end of the simulation.

(10)

𝑁 (𝑘) + 𝑇 𝑑𝑖 (𝑘)
𝑇
q
q
with 𝐴𝑖 (𝑘) = 𝑖
and 𝐵𝑖 (𝑘) =
.
𝑁max,𝑖
𝑁max,𝑖
3.3. Delay
A simplified form for estimating the experienced delay 𝜏𝑖 (𝑘) (h)
at gated link 𝑖 can be obtained if we divide (8) by the link inflow
𝑑𝑖 (Papamichail & Papageorgiou, 2011):
[
]
𝑁 (𝑘)
𝑞 (𝑘)
𝜏𝑖 (𝑘 + 1) = 𝑖
+𝑇 1− 𝑖
.
(11)
𝑑𝑖 (𝑘)
𝑑𝑖 (𝑘)
Note that, since the value of 𝑑𝑖 at 𝑘 + 1 is not available, the value at
𝑘 is used under the assumption that the demand is constant over that
period. This a reasonable assumption in traffic systems and shown to
be effective in previous works (Iordanidou et al., 2017; Papamichail &
Papageorgiou, 2011).
We can rewrite (11) as
𝜏𝑖 (𝑘 + 1) = 𝐴d𝑖 (𝑘) − 𝐵𝑖d (𝑘)𝑞𝑖 (𝑘)
with 𝐴d𝑖 (𝑘) =

4.2. Scenarios

(12)
We consider four different control scenarios: (i) no-perimeter-control
(NPC), in which only fixed-time traffic control has been applied; (ii)
perimeter control without balancing (PC), in which feedback perimeter
traffic flow control has been implemented and the flow distribution is
proportional to the links’ saturation flows; (iii) perimeter control with
queue balancing (PCQ), in which the feedback perimeter traffic flow
control has been implemented and the flow distribution is obtained
from the solution of the relative queue balancing problem (13) with
𝑚 = q; and (iv) perimeter control with delay balancing (PCD), in which the
feedback perimeter traffic flow control has been implemented and the
flow distribution is obtained from the solution of the delay balancing
problem (13) with 𝑚 = d.

𝑁𝑖 (𝑘)
𝑇
+ 𝑇 and 𝐵𝑖d (𝑘) =
.
𝑑𝑖 (𝑘)
𝑑𝑖 (𝑘)

3.4. Relative queue or delay balancing
The ordered flow 𝑞g may be distributed among all gated links aiming
at balancing delays or relative link queues. The problem formulation
leading either to balanced delays or to balanced relative queues is as
follows:
)2
( 𝑚
𝑛
∑
𝐴𝑖 (𝑘) − 𝐵𝑖𝑚 (𝑘)𝑞𝑖 (𝑘)
min
𝐵𝑖𝑚 (𝑘)
(13)
𝑖=1
s.t.: (5) and (6),

4.3. Simulation and control setup

and 𝑚 ∈ {q, d} is chosen depending on whether we are balancing relative queues or delays. This formulation corresponds to the continuous
quadratic knapsack problem.
It is straightforward to show through the application of the firstorder optimality conditions that the solution of (13) provides exactly
balanced delays or relative queues at the gated links as long as the resulting 𝑞𝑖 are within the bounds given by (6). Otherwise, only the delays
or relatives queues of the gated links with 𝑞𝑖 within the bounds are
exactly balanced while the others activate the corresponding bounds
(6). Note that with balanced relative queue lengths, all queues will
reach their respective maximum simultaneously.
If desired, weights can be assigned to each term of the summation in
(13) in order to prioritize some gated links over the others (Iordanidou
et al., 2017). The combination of queues and delays on the objective
function does not seem to target any clear goal, therefore it was not
investigated. We note that, if desired, inequality constraints could
be added with upper bounds on the delays when queues are being
balanced and vice-versa.
We solve the optimization problem (13) with an efficient semismooth Newton method, as proposed and implemented by Cominetti
et al. (2014). The required number of iterations grows linearly with
the number of gated links, i.e., it has time complexity 𝑂(𝑛). In fact, for
the simulations in Section 4 the number of iterations was exactly 𝑛.

Eight different signalized junctions have been chosen at the border
of the PN for perimeter control, i.e., 𝑛 = 8 junctions, with corresponding
gated links identified by numbers 1–8 in Fig. 2 (right).
The regulator’s gains are the same used by Keyvan-Ekbatani et al.
(2012), i.e., 𝐾P = 20 h−1 and 𝐾I = 5 h−1 . The maximum throughput (or
𝑇 𝑇 𝐷) for this network occurs in a 𝑇 𝑇 𝑆 range of 500–750 veh⋅h/h (see
Section 4.5.1 and Fig. 5(a)). Therefore, the set-point has been chosen
as 𝑇 𝑇̂ 𝑆 = 600 veh⋅h/h. For the estimation of the 𝑇 𝑇 𝑆 to be used as
the input of (4), occupancy measurements are collected at every cycle
(𝑇 = 90 s) from loop detectors placed around the middle of every link
in the PN. In addition, three loop detectors are placed at each one
of the gated links for estimation of the link queues, one around the
middle, one and the entrance and one at the exit. The regulator runs
during the entire simulation period, however the calculated 𝑞g value
is implemented only if the real-time measured 𝑇 𝑇 𝑆 is close to 𝑇 𝑇̂ 𝑆.
During these periods we say that perimeter control is activated. In this
case, the green splits of the fixed-time plans at the junctions with gated
links are overridden by the control system, otherwise the fixed-time
signal plans remain unchanged.
For the implementation of the delay and relative queue management and performance analysis, the inflows (𝑑𝑖 ) and actual outflows
(𝑞𝑖 ) at the gated links were collected from loop detectors, and the
4
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Fig. 2. Simulated Network (city of Chania, Greece) on the left; the area within the dashed box is enlarged in the right — the shaded area shows the protected network, and the
eight gated links for perimeter urban traffic flow control are indicated.

occupancy (𝑜𝑖 ) from the middle detector. Because of cycle to cycle
variations, exponentially smoothed values 𝑑𝑖es and 𝑞𝑖es were used in
place of 𝑑𝑖 and 𝑞𝑖 , i.e., 𝑑𝑖es (𝑘) = 𝛼𝑑𝑖 (𝑘) + (1 − 𝛼)𝑑𝑖es (𝑘 − 1) and 𝑞𝑖es (𝑘) =
𝛼𝑞𝑖 (𝑘) + (1 − 𝛼)𝑞𝑖es (𝑘 − 1), with 0 < 𝛼 < 1 a smoothing factor. In this
paper we use 𝛼 = 0.5, arbitrarily chosen. Then, the current queue
lengths (𝑁𝑖 ) were estimated via a practical Kalman Filter estimator as
proposed by Vigos et al. (2008) instead of (8), since in a real setting
cumulative errors result from (8) (and, consequently, from (12)). The
filter gain was chosen as 𝐾 = 0.1 (see, Vigos et al., 2008) without the
need of further fine tuning. The queue estimates were used in (9) to
obtain the estimates of the relative queues (𝑁𝑖rel ) while, the delays (𝜏𝑖 )
were estimated through (12) using the estimated queues as inputs. Note
that Keyvan-Ekbatani et al. (2016) collected these quantities directly
from AIMSUN, not based on the emulated detectors as in this work. The
maximum storage space of each gated link 𝑖, in number of vehicles, has
been considered as the maximum queue length value (𝑁max,𝑖 ).
The dynamic traffic assignment option in AIMSUN has been activated, see (Keyvan-Ekbatani et al., 2012), in order to obtain a more
realistic and homogeneous distribution of demand within the network.

Fig. 3. Boxplot of the overall network delay for the four scenarios (all replications): no
perimeter control (NPC), perimeter control without balancing (PC), perimeter control
with relative queue balancing (PCQ), and perimeter control with delay balancing (PCD).
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)

4.4. Analysis
The better performance of the perimeter control scenarios can be
further appreciated by the curves of cumulative Total Traveled Distance
(TTD) in Fig. 4. It is clear from the figure that at around 𝑡 = 1.5 h, when
perimeter control is activated, the curves of the controlled scenarios
depart from the NPC scenario indicating higher throughput. For the
shown replication, PCQ and PCD outperform slightly the PC scenario
as can be seen from 2.0 to 3.0 h.
An interesting simulation aspect revealed by this figure is the higher
final cumulative TTD value for the NPC scenario. This is due to some
vehicles that, after entering the protected network (PN), re-route to
avoid congestion and leave the PN just to re-enter again through
another gated link. A cumulative plot of inflows at the gated links (not
shown) confirms a higher final cumulative inflow at the gated links for
the NPC scenario as well.

In this paper, the average delay (as provided by AIMSUN), expressed
in s/km, is chosen as the metric of network performance (not only
the PN). It indicates the increase of travel time compared to free flow
conditions where traffic is uninterrupted by traffic lights. The total
delay results from the multiplication of the delay with the total traveled
distance. All results are based on traffic variables measured during
a sample time of 90 s, i.e., equal to the cycle length. To account
for the stochastic effects of the microscopic simulation, ten different
replications (simulation runs with different seeds) were carried out for
each scenario.
4.5. Results
The box plot displayed in Fig. 3 summarizes the overall network
delay values (all replications) for the four scenarios (NPC, PC, PCQ,
and PCD) in terms of minimum and maximum (top and bottom black
bars), first quartile and the third quartile (top and bottom of the blue
box), and median (red bar inside the box). As it can be observed in the
figure, the average delay is remarkably reduced in the PC, PCQ and
PCD scenarios (on average 33.8%, 41.0% and 39.0%, respectively).
The performance of the PCD scenario spans the performance of
the PC and PCQ scenarios showing, thus, a higher variability of delay
performance that hinders the obtained average improvement almost
as high as PCQ. The PCQ scenario box (representing the interquartile
range (IQR)) is slightly lower than the box for the other scenarios,
because of less interference with upstream traffic due to the queue
balancing. In the NPC scenario, the spread is rather large which is
typical for heavily congested traffic.

4.5.1. Analysis of the NFDs
The NFDs of the PN for the four scenarios (all replications) are
presented in Fig. 5. For a better distinction, the measurement points are
displayed with black dots for the network loading (first 2 h) and with
gray dots for the recovery period (last 2 h). The maximum network
throughput (or 𝑇 𝑇 𝐷) of around 5400 veh⋅km/h can be observed to
occur at a 𝑇 𝑇 𝑆 range of 500–750 veh⋅h/h in the NFD of the NPC
scenario in Fig. 5(a). Recall that the value of 𝑇 𝑇̂ 𝑆 was chosen within
this range for maximum throughput.
Fig. 5(b) shows the NFD for the PC scenario. The regulator succeeded to maintain the 𝑇 𝑇 𝑆 close to 𝑇 𝑇̂ 𝑆 during the perimeter control
activation, showing that the approach is effective as expected (KeyvanEkbatani et al., 2012). Therefore, perimeter control contributes to
keeping the production at a high level and, hence, the delays low
(see Fig. 3). A typical hysteresis loop (for loading and unloading the
5
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control of the inner intersections could alleviate this problem. Another
consequence is that a larger hysteresis and more scatter can be observed
compared to the NFD for the PC scenario suggesting less homogeneous
distribution of density in the PN.
Finally, the NFD for the PCD scenario is displayed in Fig. 5(d).
We see more scatter than the PC and PCQ scenarios, as well as more
violations of the set-point.
4.5.2. Analysis of relative queues
For the analysis of the PCQ approach, four replications, one for each
scenario, with closest delay values to the respective average network
delay have been chosen. The time series of relative queues at the gated
links are shown in Fig. 6. The time window in which the perimeter
control is activated is shown by the vertical dashed-lines.
In Fig. 6(a), it can be seen that in the NPC scenario queues grow
strongly at some of the gated links and last for about two hours (e.g., see
the queues at gated links 2, 4, 5 and 7), with some queue spill-back.
Thus, as also discussed by Keyvan-Ekbatani et al. (2016), even without
perimeter control, queues are formed due to a combination of spill back
effects from inside the network and excessive demand. On the other
hand, on gated links with low demand, for instance gated links 6 and
8, queues are hardly noticeable for most of the time.
When applying perimeter control (PC), the inflow is restricted and
queues are seen to further increase roughly at most gated links (except
links 3 and 8, due to low demand), see Fig. 6(b). although more
queues are seen to spill-back for short periods of time, the queues last
much less time than in the NPC scenario (about half an hour to one
hour less). Despite of the improvement due to perimeter control, the
relative queues remain unbalanced and some gated links experience

Fig. 4. Cumulative Total Traveled Distance (TTD) in PN for one replication.

network) is visible more clearly in this scenario (Gayah & Daganzo,
2011).
The NFD for the PCQ scenario is displayed in Fig. 5(c). As in the
PC scenario (Fig. 5(b)), the regulator tries to keep the throughput
at the maximum level. Unlike the NFD for PC, however, the critical
accumulation (𝑇 𝑇̂ 𝑆 = 600 veh⋅h/h) is exceeded in some replications.
This is the result of the attempt of queue management to balance
relative queues at the gated links. The resulting flow distribution may
lead to higher inflow into the PN at junctions with higher demand
and consequently create local congestion in some downstream junctions
with short links. The combination of perimeter control with real-time

Fig. 5. Network Fundamental Diagrams for the protected network (all replications).
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Fig. 6. Relative queues at the gated links for one replication.

for all four scenarios, whereas the black lines indicate the ordered flows
by the regulator for the three controlled scenarios. In these controlled
scenarios (Fig. 7(b)–(d)), the traffic conditions are identical as in the
NPC scenario (Fig. 7(a)) up to around 𝑡 = 1.4 h, when gating is switched
on (after the first vertical dashed line), as TTS approaches its threshold
value for perimeter control operation; and consequently the gating
regulator orders low inflow values to maintain TTS around its set point.
There is a clear gap between the ordered flow and actual flow during
𝑡 ∈ [1.7, 2.1] h in Fig. 7(b) due to the underutilization of the green times,
as mentioned before. In fact, this was one of the motivations to carry
out the current study and Keyvan-Ekbatani et al. (2016). Implementing
the PCQ and PCD approaches led to a more efficient distribution of
the ordered flow and consequently reduction of the gap between the
ordered flow and actual flow (see Fig. 7(c) and (d)). Note that the
increasing gap occurring between the actual and ordered flow after
𝑡 = 2.1 h in the PCQ scenario is not harmful and is basically due to the
gradual decrease of the demand profile. The slightly unbalanced queue
values for some links in the PCQ scenario may be the result of local
temporal blockages downstream of the gated links recognizable also in
Fig. 7(c) during 𝑡 ∈ [1.5, 2] h. Increasing the capacity of the downstream
junctions, by combining the perimeter control scheme with trafficresponsive control strategies within the PN (Keyvan-Ekbatani et al.,
2019), might be fruitful to minimize the aforementioned gap as much
as possible and, as mentioned earlier, reduce the effect this may have
on links downstream of gated links with higher inflow. Note that there
are time periods (𝑡 ∈ [1.5, 1.7] h and 𝑡 ∈ [1.7, 2.3] h in Fig. 7(c) and (d))
that the orange line is above the black line. This occurs due to the high
demand at some gated links that have interphases in their signal plans
which are not controlled during the activation of perimeter control.

long queues even after switching off the perimeter control (see links
2, 4 and 7).
The comparison between Fig. 6(a) and (b) resolves an important
general concern regarding perimeter control: perimeter control does
not necessarily lead to longer queues (in space and time) than in
the no perimeter control case. Throughput is higher with PC whereas
with NPC links within the PN may be over-saturated and back-spilling.
Consequently, lower flow can be served at the boundary links and
longer queuing period may be experienced with NPC than with PC.
Fig. 6(c) depicts the results of applying perimeter control with
queue balancing (PCQ). Although, the relative queue lengths are not
perfectly equal due to different level of demand at the gated links, they
are remarkably similar for more than half of the activation period and
more than without the queue balancing. The duration of the queues is
even shorter in this scenario (except link 4), with most queues dissolved
at around 2.2 h. The spill-backs occur for even shorter periods of time.
The relative queues in the PCD scenario are shown in Fig. 6(d).
Since the control objective in this scenario is balancing the experienced
travel time and not the created queues, the queues seem less balanced
than in the case of PCQ. Compared to the PCQ scenario, queues last for
a longer period at high levels interfering more with upstream links.
4.5.3. Analysis of actual and ordered flows
Previous studies (Keyvan-Ekbatani et al., 2012, 2015a) revealed
that distributing the flow ordered by the regulator (4) based on the
saturation flow of the gated links may lead to underutilization of green
times and, consequently, to discrepancies between ordered flow at
the gated links and the realized or actual flow due to downstream
oversaturation. Fig. 7 shows in orange the actual flow entering the PN
through the gated links and in green the actual total time spent (TTS)
7
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Fig. 7. Total ordered and actual inflows at the gated links and scenarios’ total time spent (TTS) for one replication. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

4.5.4. Analysis of delay

5. Conclusions

Fig. 8(a) depicts the estimated delay at the eight junctions indicated
in Fig. 2 for the NPC scenario. During the peak period (𝑡 ∈ [1.5, 3] h) the
experienced delay at links 2 and 7 remain at high values (800–1000 s).
Note that the delay surge in link 2 at around 𝑡 = 2.5 h corresponds
to a reduced inflow at the gated link as measured by the upstream
detector. Indeed, the queue (Fig. 6(a)) exceeds the link length and
covers the detector for most of the cycle time, affecting the accuracy
of the estimation. The increased delays appearing by the end of the
simulation are the result of low values of 𝑑𝑖 (𝑑𝑖es ) and could be filtered
out. Comparing the delay values for different scenarios (e.g., Fig. 6(a)
and (b)), interestingly, the highest delays have been experienced in
the NPC scenario. As a result of the NFD-based perimeter control
implementation (PC, PCQ and PCD), the traffic conditions within the
PN improved and the network throughput increased significantly. Thus,
lower delay values are also obtained at the gated links compared to
the NPC scenario. As expected, the PCQ scenario, despite the perfectly
balanced relative queues, suffers from unbalanced delays at the gated
links. This can raise equity and fairness issues in case of real-life
implementation. The high delay in link 8 and the spikes in links 3 and 7
within the time window 1.5 to 2.1 h are again the result of low inflows,
either due to low demand or due to queues temporarily covering the
detector. Anyhow, a higher delay for PCQ compared to PC and PCD
is coherent during this period, since its inflows are lower during this
period (hardly visible in Fig. 7, but clear on an cumulative plot not
shown). The delay-based flow distribution algorithm, introduced in this
paper, resulted in much closer (balanced) delays at the eight gated links
(see Fig. 8(d)).

Monitoring and controlling the queue growth at the gated links is a
crucial and challenging task for NFD-based perimeter control schemes.
This paper focuses on proposing a knapsack-based optimal flow distribution to balance the experienced delays and relative queues at the
gated links in a unified approach. In a comparative simulation study,
queuing and delays at the gated links have been analyzed thoroughly.
Four different simulation scenarios have been tested in microscopic
simulation environment: (i) no-perimeter-control (NPC); (ii) perimeter
control without queue balancing (PC); (iii) perimeter control with queue
balancing (PCQ); and (iv) perimeter control with delay balancing (PCD).
The study revealed that even without perimeter control, the links
at the periphery of the urban regions may experience long queuing
and high delays due to over-saturated traffic conditions and queue
spill-backs downstream. Applying the proposed delay management approach reduced the queuing period at the gated links compared to
NPC scenario and consequently balanced the waiting times at the gated
links. Applying the PCD approach reduced the overall network delay
compared to NPC (similar to PCQ) while analogous overall performance
has been achieved compared to PC with lower queue propagation probability at the gated links. This is indeed an important finding towards
the real-field implementation of perimeter control strategies, assuring
the efficiency of gating without negatively affecting the vicinity of the
gated links. It has been also shown that the gap between the actual and
ordered flow can be remarkably minimized in case of PCD. Note, this
is an important consequence of applying PCD which avoids waste of
green times at the gated links.
The proposed flow distribution approaches might be beneficial to
be implemented in multi-region perimeter control strategies to reduce
the negative impact of the queuing on the NFDs of the regions. Future
8
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Fig. 8. Delay at the gated links for one replication.
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